NOBEL
were not realists, studying men, but idealists constructing types.
Their characters are exaggerated and unreal, either devils or
angels, but Shelley, who was certainly no dramatist, was a great
lyric poet, and therefore had the power to give his creations some
semblance of reality.   Nobel lacked this power, so that we get the
perfectly bald effect of an intellectual and abstract portrayal of
character.   Moreover, he was not master of his medium;   one
cannot at the age of sixty-three embark with impunity upon the
writing of drama, especially in a language which one has not
previously used for literary purposes.   The dialogue in " Nemesis "
is stiff and artificial, far removed from the " poetic prose " that
Nobel imagined it to be.   It would appear that the Swedish
authoress, Lea, with whom he was on fairly intimate terms (she was
his nephew's mother-in-law), wanted to make certain emendations,
but Nobel would not consent to this.   " The fact that my spelling
is poor," he wrote, " is due to my long residence abroad.   But
when I remember that • Lamartine, who knew no language but
French, had to submit his spelling to correction, my sense of
shame is considerably lessened.   In the hurried letter I wrote from
London I cannot have conveyed what I meant.   What I wanted to
say was that in literary matters I do not want collaborators, and
prefer to flutter with my own wings rather than to fly with those of
others.   An author should not allow a single word of his to be
altered by another; but he should always welcome criticism, the
more severe the better.   You have been too gentle with me.   I
should be quite glad to use Swedish words instead of some foreign
words; for  instance,   daydream.   The  English  snap  up  any
foreign words for which they have no equivalent in their own
language.   In my view, any word is permissable which can be
properly understood, and which clearly expresses what one thinks.
But I am a revolutionary in language, no less than in thought.   At
the end of the seventeenth century they would have had supreme
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